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Abstract
Couples’ relationships affect partners’ mental and physical well-being. Automatic recognition of couples’ emotions
will not only help to better understand the interplay of emotions, intimate relationships, and health and well-being, but
also provide crucial clinical insights into protective and risk
factors of relationships, and can ultimately guide interventions. However, several works developing emotion recognition algorithms use data from actors in artificial dyadic
interactions and the algorithms are likely not to perform well
on real couples. We are developing emotion recognition
methods using data from real couples and, in this paper,
we describe two studies we ran in which we collected emotion data from real couples — Dutch-speaking couples in
Belgium and German-speaking couples in Switzerland. We
discuss our approach to eliciting and capturing emotions
and make five recommendations based on their relevance
for developing well-performing emotion recognition systems
for couples.
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Introduction
Extensive research shows that intimate relationships have
powerful effects on people’s mental and physical health
(see e.g. [23] for an overview). For instance, conflicts and
negative qualities of one’s intimate relationship are associated prospectively with morbidity and mortality [16]. Increasingly, researchers are zooming in on the emotional
processes that take place in intimate relationships as underlying mechanisms for this relationship-health link (e.g.
[9]. However, assessing these dynamic emotional processes is challenging.
In studies of intimate relationships, two methods predominate: self-reports and observer reports. Most often, a standard dyadic interaction paradigm is used, in which couples participate in an emotionally charged discussion that
is videotaped [22]. Next, couples can watch these videos
and report on the emotions that they have experienced during the interaction (resulting in self-reported emotion); or
observers use a coding scheme to rate the interaction on
specific emotional behaviors (e.g., the SPAFF [7]). Both
methods have their own advantages and limitations and
provide unique information on the emotional processes in
couples. The power of observational data is that it goes
beyond people’s own awareness, and is not subjective to
reporting biases. However, its greatest limitation is the resource use required in coding. First, a coding scheme has
to be developed, which is a whole process in itself [12].
Next, multiple observers have to be trained in a systematic manner to obtain sufficient inter-rater agreement. When
the actual coding can start, this process is slow and costly,
and multiple coders have to code the same videos to allow
obtaining inter-rater reliability.

Automatic emotion recognition holds important promise in
meeting these limitations and significantly advancing the
field. Hence, it is important to develop a system for automatic recognition of couples’ emotions using information
such as speech, facial expressions, gestures etc. Works
that develop emotion recognition systems using speech
data collected from individuals are not adequate for our
purpose as such works do not capture the complexity of
dyadic conversations such as turn-taking in couples’ conversations. As a result, works that focus on couple dyads
are most relevant.
Several emotion-recognition works using data from couple dyads involve data collected from actors in artificial
dyadic interactions. Examples of these datasets are the
IEMOCAP dataset [5], USC CreativeIT dataset [19], and
MSP-IMPROV dataset [6]. To elicit emotions, actors are
either asked to use a script or they are given hypothetical
situations to act out so as to make the acting seem natural and more like a real couple. To capture ground truth,
these works tend to be annotated later using either dimensional and or categorical labels and also either moment-bymoment or using global emotion labels of whole recordings.
There are several challenges with these annotations by external raters which are highlighted in this work [20] such as
dealing with inter-rater agreement, the subjectivity of each
rater, approaches to combine the annotations for momentby-moment ratings and the laborious nature of these annotations. Additionally, and importantly, the ratings do not reflect the perceived emotions of couples which is necessary
to capture rather than the assessment of external raters.
Furthermore, it has been shown that algorithms trained on
naturalistic data perform worse than those trained on acted
data [8] and it is likely that algorithms developed from data
collected from actors will not perform well on real people

given that actors tend to express emotions with greater intensity as compared to naturalistic contexts and real couples. It is hence important to develop emotion recognition
methods using data from real couples along with emotion
ratings from them as well.
Towards that end, it is important to adequately collect ground
truth information and sensor data to develop a system for
emotion recognition among couples. We are developing
such a system and, in this paper, we describe our approach
to elicit and capture emotions among real couples in two lab
studies — one conducted in Belgium with couples speaking
Dutch and the other in Switzerland with couples speaking
German. We then discuss these studies and make five recommendations for future data collection among couples in
the lab to improve automatic emotion recognition. For work
focusing on data collected from couples in everyday life,
see our paper (under review) [2].

Methods
We used data from two lab studies with real couples, in
which the sessions were videotaped and couples provided
ratings either of the whole session or retroactively on a
moment-by-moment basis while watching the video.
Study 1: Dyadic Interaction Study
A Dyadic Interaction lab study was conducted in Leuven,
Belgium with 101 Dutch-speaking couples. These couples
were asked to have a 10-minute conversation about a negative topic (a characteristic of their partner that annoys them
the most) and a positive topic (a characteristic of their partner that they value the most) [29]. During both conversations, couples were asked to wrap up the conversation after
8 minutes. For the negative topic, they were also asked to
end on good terms. After each conversation, each partner
completed self-reports on various categorical emotion la-

bels such as anger, sadness, anxiety, relaxation, happiness,
etc. on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree
(1) to strongly agree (7). Also, they completed the Affect
Grid questionnaire [27] which captures the valence and
arousal dimensions of Russel’s circumplex model of emotions [25]. Each partner also completed their perception of
their partner’s emotion using the Affect Grid. Additionally,
each partner watched the video recording of the conversation separately on a computer and rated his or her emotion
on a moment-by-moment basis by continuously adjusting
a joystick to the left (very negative) and the right (very positive), so that it closely matched their feelings, resulting in
valence scores on a continuous scale from -1 to 1 [11, 24].
Study 2: DyMand Study
We are currently running a Dyadic Management of Diabetes (DyMand) lab study in Zurich, Switzerland with
German-speaking couples in which one partner has type
2 diabetes with data from eight (8) couples collected so far
[17]. In this lab study, the couple is asked to discuss an illness management–related concern that is causing them
considerable distress for a 10-minute period. The session
is videotaped and additionally, each partner wears a smartwatch as it collects various sensor data: audio, heart rate,
accelerometer, gyroscope, and ambient light. After the session, each partner completes a self-report on a smartphone
about their emotions using the Affective Slider [1] which
assesses the valence and arousal dimensions of their emotions over the last 10 min of the discussion. Also, the smartphone takes a 3-second video of their facial expression
while they complete the self-report.

Discussion and Recommendations
Based on these two studies, we discuss and recommend
approaches to collect sensor and ground truth data from
couples to aid in developing well-performing systems for

emotion recognition among couples.
Elicitation of Emotions
In these studies, we elicited emotions in the couples by
asking them to discuss various relationship-relevant topics (Study 1), or a distressing illness management concern
(Study 2). In comparison to various elicitation approaches
such as watching a video or listening to music, this approach leverages context which mimics a real-world context
— partners having a conversation. Hence, the algorithms
developed using data from this context like verbal and nonverbal vocalizations could then also be implemented in
ubiquitous systems such as smartphones and smartwatch
for couple emotion recognition from everyday life. We recommend the use of similar elicitation approaches for couple
emotion recognition works.
Self-Report Data Collection
In these studies, we captured emotions using a range of approaches which can generally be grouped into two: global
rating (one value or label for the whole conversation) and
continuous rating (different values for different parts of the
conversation) (only in Study 1).
The global ratings consisted of 7-point Likert scale for categorical emotions such as angry, relaxed, happy, sad, and
the Affect Grid in Study 1 which were completed using electronic questionnaires. We collected valence and arousal
values using the Affective Slider on a smartphone for Study
2. Global ratings are important to capture (1) a partner’s
perception of his/her emotion (self-perceived) and (2) his/her
perception of his/her partner’s emotion (partner-perceived)
as was done in Study 1. The assessment of a partner’s perception of his/her partner’s emotion is useful and could be
used to compute the baseline measures for metrics like accuracy (for classification task) and correlation coefficient (for
regression tasks) of machine learning experiments.

The continuous emotion rating was done only in Study 1 by
each partner separately by continuously adjusting a joystick
to the left while watching a video of their conversation on a
computer-based software (the rated valence values were
displayed in real-time on). This continuous emotion rating
is important as it gives a granular assessment of emotions
which is important for developing an emotion recognition
system that shows how the emotion of each partner is
changing on a second-by-second or minute-by-minute basis. Also, the mean value could be used to get an estimate
of the global emotion rating. Additionally, it could be useful
for the accurate recognition of the global rating. Based on
the peak-end rule, which says that the extremes and end of
emotional experience influence a person’s overall judgment
of that emotional experience [10] and prior work exploring
this rule using Study 1’s data [29], using data from the extremes and or end of the 10-minute conversation might produce better emotion recognition performance of the global
emotion rating of the whole conversation.
We did not collect self-reports about the personality of each
partner though it might be useful. There are individual differences in the experience and expression of emotions with
a concrete example shown in how the relation between
arousal and valence varies across individuals [13]. Preliminary evidence suggests the valence and arousal emotional
expressions of individuals relates to the five-factor model of
personality [14]. Hence, individuals’ personality may affect
how they express their emotions. Hence, collecting information such as the Big Five Inventory [30] and using as
input to an emotion recognition algorithm could potentially
improve its performance.
Based on the discussion, we recommend collecting selfperceived and partner-perceived (1) global emotion ratings with smartphone-based valence and arousal instru-

ments such as the Affective Slider and (2) continuous emotion ratings for valence and arousal using for example, a
smartphone-based app. Categorical labels could also be
collected if they are not additionally burdensome or redundant. We also recommend that personality self-reports also
be collected. These will help in developing and evaluating
robust emotion recognition systems.
Sensor Data Collection
In Study 1, we collected only audio and video data whereas
in Study 2, we additionally use a smartwatch-based system
we developed — DyMand — [3] to collect multimodal sensor data: audio, heart rate, accelerometer, gyroscope, and
ambient light. The additional data collected from the smartwatch could provide more context for better recognition
such as the heart rate providing physiological measures
and the accelerometer and gyroscope providing information
about hand gestures. Previous works have shown that multimodal approaches to emotion recognition perform better
than unimodal approaches [21]. Given that an additional
device like a commercial smartwatch is not burdensome to
wear, we hence recommend the collection of such multimodal data.
Cross-Cultural Studies
The universality of emotions has been interrogated and
questioned [26, 15]. There is evidence that suggest that
culture affects how people experience and express emotions, for example, with facial expressions, gestures, physiological reaction, verbal and nonverbal vocalizations [18,
28]. Hence, algorithms developed using data from one cultural context might not work well in others, or worse, contain
various biases. Collecting cross-cultural data will be useful
in developing algorithms that work across various cultures
and reduce bias in the algorithms. We collected data from
different cultures albeit, only within Europe as of yet: Dutch-

speaking couples in Belgium and German-speaking couples in Switzerland. We are developing and evaluating our
emotion recognition systems using cross-cultural data. We
hence recommend collecting data from couples in different
cultures to develop robust algorithms.
Development of Software Tools
Data collected from real couples can be annotated by them
as described previously and as a result, there is no need
for manual annotation by external raters which is timeconsuming and laborious. However, the data needs to be
processed before they are useful for developing emotion
recognition systems. There are some challenges involved
in this process, some of which are unique to the context of
dyadic interactions like couples’ dyadic conversations such
as turn-taking. Audio is an important data source for emotion recognition because various key information can be
extracted such as vocal expression (how things are said),
nonverbal vocalizations (eg. sigh, laughs) and verbal vocalizations (what is said which might give more context for
recognition). Tools that perform automatic processing of audio data would improve the development of emotion recognition system for couples. Hence, it is important for various
software tools to be developed that can easily be used by
other researchers.
There is a need for open source tools for voice activity detection [4] and diarization [31] that are robust — perform
well when used with all kinds of audio. The voice activity
detection tool is needed to automatically annotate parts of
the audio that contain vocalizations so either silent or noisy
segments can be discarded. Additionally, the tool could be
further refined to annotate specific nonverbal vocalizations
like sighs, laughter, chuckles, etc. which might be indicative
of specific emotions in various parts of the audio, thereby
improve recognition performance. The diarization tool is

needed to automatically annotate which parts of the audio
correspond to each speaker. It is important to segment audio recordings into parts that correspond to each speaker
to aid in developing a well-performing emotion recognition
system.
Also, there is a need for open-source tools for automatic
transcription of non-English languages (which are lacking) because using the transcriptions could provide more
context and improve recognition performance. Doing the
annotation and transcription manually for a few hours of audio might not be a problem. However, doing so for data in
the tens of thousands of hours is not scalable. Approaches
such as using Amazon Mechanical Turk may work for acted
data but they cannot work for real couples’ data because
of their confidentiality. We recommend that efforts be put
into developing these tools within the affective computing
community to avoid individual duplicate efforts and also
because inaccurate annotations would result in poor data
input for the emotion recognition algorithms.

Conclusion
We are developing emotion recognition methods using data
from real couples and in this work, we describe two studies we ran with real couples — Dutch-speaking couples in
Belgium and German-speaking couples in Switzerland. We
discuss our approach to eliciting and capturing emotions
and make the following five recommendation based on their
relevance for developing well-performing emotion recognition systems for couples: 1) Elicit emotions by asking couples to discuss a topic from their relationship, 2) Collect
global and continuous emotion self-report and personality data using mobile systems like smartphones, 3) Collect
multimodal sensor data using devices like smartwatches,
4) Collect data from different cultures and 5) Develop opensource voice activity detection, diarization, and transcription

software tools within the affective computing community.
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